LITTLEBITS SLOT MACHINE
Circuit Diagram

Lever connects to dimmer. This will
start your slot machine spinning.

Place spinning wheels with
graphics on DC motors.

The double OR sends a signal to the rest
of the circuit when either the dimmer is
turned or the button is pressed.

The timeout modules should be set to
ON-OFF mode. In this mode, the
resting state of the timeout module is
“OFF”. When an “ON” signal is sent
(via the lever pull), and the state is
held by the latch, the DC motors spin
continuously.
When the button is pressed, an “OFF”
signal is sent to the rest of the circuit.
This signal is a single pulse and it tells
the timeouts to start counting down
according to the times you set.
Keep the times short on the timeout
modules and set them to go off in a
sequence so the graphics stop one
after another (like they would in a
real slot machine).

The latch holds the state
of the circuit “ON” or
“OFF” when it receives a
signal from the button or
dimmer though the
double OR module.

When 3 matching graphics align,
the bright LEDs shine directly onto
the light triggers though a slot cut
to the side of the graphic.

Due to the “OFF” resting
state of the timeout module,
the circuit is “OFF” after
this point (unless the
timeout is triggered). The
inverter keeps this half of
the circuit “ON”.
The bright LED
sits inside the
spinning drum.

Button connects to 3D printed
button. When pressed, it will stop
slot machine from spinning.

The light trigger sits
just below the
spinning drum.

bright LEDs are always “ON”.

Attach a door to the servo arm
to release the candies!

The servo opens a small
door to release candy when
the graphics align, thus
aligning the 3 bright LEDs
with the 3 light triggers.

All three light triggers need
to be illuminated (by the
bright LEDs) to activate the
servo (candy door) and the
vibration motor (bell).

